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1. Are we ever going to be enslaved by machines? 

Lose our jobs? Have inequality-triggered machine-

driven global wars? Or get paid to do no work? 

Hopefully and probably none of the above. But…

2. Can we envision and build a world where humans and  

machines cooperate for better, fairer, more resilient  

cities societies or ”Human-AI ecologies” where 

mesurement matters ? What would it feel like, look 

like, and take?





2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

?

“We are at the  

beginning of what I  

call The Industrial  

Revolution of Data.”  

Joe Hellerstein ,  

Nov. 2008

2009

A decade into the “Data Revolution”, many questions 

remain about whether Big Data and AI will help or hurt…
2018 2019



Statistiks “Science of the

State invented here

Does 

measuring 

matter? 

GDP invented here

What can we learn from the long history?



Data centers CO2

emissions > entire

airline industry

Is technology our 

worst enemy?  



Can Big Data and AI help monitor and promote 

sustainable development goals? How? 



Big Data and AI’s relevance for SDG monitoring (from 2015)



Machine-learning and socio-demographic indicators
(Ivory Coast, Senegal, Colombia, Mexico, Nigeria..)



If….

Then…?

If….

Then…?

Better Data ➔ Better Decisions ➔ Better Development?

Level of Development

Quality of Development Measurement



“Despite the many publications I think there  

are still many holes in our knowledge. There  

is a further need for empirical research on the  

lines of ‘political ethnography of indicators’.

Particularly is there a gap in theory and  

empirical studies on the line of causality  

from ‘data’ to ‘decisions’”

Morten Jerven, 2015

What does the evidence suggest?

Why?

Better Data ➔ Better Decisions ➔ Better Development?



Development vs. statistical capacity: a rather weak link
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2010-2015: From big data to Big Data

ANDCULTURE



2016-.…: From Big Data to AI

Artificial intelligence—broadly-- is 

the simulation of human intelligence 

processes by computer systems,  

especially artificial neural networks 

(ANNs) inspired by biological / 

animal neural networks, which can

"learn" (i.e. progressively improve  

performance on) through iterations 

and  feedback. Basically it’s 

algorithms that learn to  automate 

parts or all of tasks, and the

machines they power.

(It’s also what has not been invented  yet).

Input(s)

Hidden layer(s)

Output(s)



Is AI some new (black) magic? No…but…

No…
1. It is at least 60+ yearsold.

2. It still generalizes poorly. Ithas no sense of  

context. It is still prettystupid.

3. We are far from generalAI.

4. Humans are still in control (for better or  

worse)

…but…

1. The (good) magic /  core of the  

current AI is the credit  

assignment function to  

encourage and reinforce neurons
/ functions that help the most

achieve the goal (and reverseif  

not)

2. The key difference and is data.



A positive vision: Towards “Human AI” ecologies

MIT Prof Alex ‘Sandy’Pentland:

“The big question that I'm asking myself these days is 

how  can we make a human artificial intelligence? 

(…) I don't  want to think small—people talk about 

robots and stuff—I  want this to be global. (…)
What would happen if you had a network of people 

where  you could reinforce the ones that were 

helping and  maybe discourage the ones that weren't? 

That begins to  sound like a society or a company”.

The Human Strategy.

www.thehumanstrategy.mit.edu

http://www.thehumanstrategy.mit.edu/




Main challenges to that vision of a Human AI

1. Powerful agents have an  

incentive for this not to work  

(e.g. economic and political elites  

benefit from status quo).
2. Most societies / countries  

currently lack appropriate data  
connections, capacities, and
culture for this.

3. There is widespread digital and  
analog distrust, disdain, echo  
chambers, alternative facts  
narratives, hampering cooperation,
consensus, compromise.

It is very hard for facts  and 

measures to “matter”



“In this age of intense political conflict, we  

sense objective fact is growing less  

important. Experts are attacked as partisan,  

statistics and scientific findings are  

described as propaganda, and public  

debate devolves into personal assault. How  

did we get there and what can we do about  

it?”



How to ‘open’ private data without exposing 
personal data—safely, ethically, at scale? 



But we just can’t give up on technology.

Before the start of the demographic transition, life was short, births were  

many, growth was slow and the population was young.

Ronald D. Lee: “Malthus and Boserup: Adynamic  
synthesis (1984)
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Our vision and plan: 

Develop and deploy 

local connected 

programs creating 

insights, skills and 

strategies with 

regional scalability—

here in LAC



Elisabeth MEDOU BA DANG,  

Porte-parole et directriceAfrique,

Moyen-Orient, Orange  

Rabat, 2 juillet 2018

“Open Algorithms” (OPAL): a revolutionary vision to  

make facts and measurements matter, and data,  

algorithms and AI ‘work’ for the majority and the SDGS



OPAL: Setting Human AI data systems and standards  
for sharing and using private data safely at scale

2. Certified open algorithms developed by  

developers are sent and run on the servers of  

partner private companies, behind their firewalls.

1. Partner private  

companies (here atelecom

operator) allow OPALto

access its servers through a  

secured platform. The data  

never leave the servers.

3. A governance system including a Council  

for the Orientations of Development and  

Ethics (CODE) ensures that the algorithms  

and use cases are ethically sound, context  

relevant, etc.; users benefit fromcapacity

building activities

4. Key indicators derived from  

private sector data such as  

population density, poverty  

levels, or mobility patterns,  

feed into use cases in various  

public policy and economic  

domains. Data are safe,  

minimized, used (more) ethically.



OPAL is a unique case of a Public-Private-People  

Partnership piloted in Colombia and Senegal

Founders

Partners

Funders



OPAL ambitions to radically change how data
are shared and used to improve the state of the world

“Other data sharing  

initiatives with  

private companies  

are also being  

worked on,  

including OPAL  

(…), to derive

aggregated insights from a  

company’s data without data  

leaving the company’s server. If  

proven successful, this could be a  

powerful tool in unlocking private  

data for social causes.”

—McKinsey Global Institute “Applying AI for Social

Good”, December 2018”



OPAL will aim to query multiple data sources

OPAL’s vision
Level 2: Integrative

OPAL Telco

OPAL NSO

OPAL Energy

First step
Level 1:Additive

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

Call algo on separate OPALs

Get individually aggregated results  

(current MIT OPAL demo)

OPALTelco

OPAL NSO

OPAL Energy

2

1

2

Aggregate

OPAL Interface

Telco

NSO

Energy

OPAL Interface

Telco

NSO

Energy

Connected  

pseudos

Call level 2-algo that runs across OPALs

Aggregate combined results



How to build “data literacy", connections, and “rational  
compassion” to make this work?



We define data literacy as the “the desire and ability to 

constructively engage in society through or about data”.

Think about the need for ‘data literacy’ and 

reconsider as literacy in the age of data



Main funders andpartners

A curated knowledge platform in  

English (soon Spanish and French)

Professional training workshops on Big Data  and 

development held in Bogotá, Santiago, São  

Paulo, Santo Domingo, México City, with and for  

LAC partners over 2016-19

Developing Big Data Capacities & Literacy for 

the SDGS in LAC for decision-makers

Next: Medellin, …



Producing new insights and incentives on key 

societal issues (e.g. criminality, segregation, 

social cohesion, ..) 



Support to Colombia’s National Big Data strategy

Announcement of DNP-MIT Media Lab/Data-Pop Alliance  

agreement to support Colombia’s National Big Data Strategyat  

Andicom, Cartagena, September 2016



Key take-aways
1. Privately collected and controlled data contains insights about human societies that 

would be very helpful for human development, including to challenge and change 

existing decision-making dynamics and power structures. It is possible to think of a 

world where AI serves as a tool and an inspiration to make societies more ‘data-

driven’, the same ways AI fueled by data function to reach certain objectives by 

identifying and doing more of what “works”. What if this could be applied to policies 

and collective decisions?

2. However to date there is no way to share private data at scale; existing models 

(data philanthropy, commercial products, data challenges, bilateral contracts…) are 

either unsafe, not scalable, or both. Other obstacles to make data and facts ‘matter’ 

include low data literacy, lack of trust, poor data culture, competing commercial and 

political interests….

3. The vision put forth is to design and deploy 1st generation data systems and 

standards such as secured data sharing architectures, open algorithms, sustainable 

business models, and data capacities, to make measurement matter and work for 

human development, working locally with a regional ambition. 



Thank you
eletouze@datapopalliance.org 

@opalproject.org

@mit.edu

mailto:eletouze@datapopalliance.org

